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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
gathering-up a tubular film portion onto the gathering fin-
gers of a packaging machine and to an apparatus for
carrying out the method as claimed in the invention.
[0002] These types of apparatuses and methods are
known from the prior art and are generally used for the
purposes of wrapping up a product, which is arranged
for the most part on a pallet, at least in part with a tubular
film in a packaging machine. This serves, on the one
hand, to package the product, on the other hand, also to
secure the load and to provide protection against the
weather. The tubular film, in this connection, can be re-
alized both as a hood that is closed at the top or as a
band that is open at the top and the bottom.
[0003] In order to wrap the products, first of all a tubular
film portion which is matched to the product is unrolled
at least in part from a roll in the usual manner. The gath-
ering fingers which are fastened to a frame - as a rule
four gathering fingers are used - are then introduced into
the open end of the tubular film portion from below. Ob-
viously machines with more than or fewer than four gath-
ering fingers can also be used.
[0004] A gathering drive unit is then moved into contact
with the tubular film portion such that an operative con-
nection is created. In the majority of cases, a gathering
roller associated with the respective gathering finger, an
endless belt or the like are used as a gathering drive unit,
the drive being effected, for example, by means of an
electric motor.
[0005] By driving the gathering roller, the tubular film
portion is gathered-up onto the individual gathering fin-
gers such that a film store laid in folds is formed on the
respective gathering finger. This step is essential to the
quality of the wrapping as an unwanted or erroneous
crease when ungathering the film can result in weak
points in the film. In the worst case, these weak points
can tear or begin to break such that the wrapped product
is no longer fixed securely on the pallet. In addition, mois-
ture, dirt or the like could also reach the product in this
way.
[0006] Once the tubular film portion has been gath-
ered-up, the gathering fingers are driven in a substantially
horizontal manner such that the tubular film portion is
expanded or stretched. Expanding or stretching refers to
a state where an elastic or elastic-plastic deforming of
the tubular film occurs. In other words, the tubular film is
no longer in the slack state and the size of the film is
more than 100% with reference to the slack state. These
types of percentage specifications below refer to the size
of the tubular film in the slack state.
[0007] The gathering fingers are then driven in a ver-
tical manner along the product. At the same time the tu-
bular film is ungathered from the gathering finger and the
product is wrapped up therein as a result of the elastic
resiliency of the tubular film portion.
[0008] In order to minimize the abovementioned prob-

lems which can be caused by the gathering-up of the
tubular film portion, it has proved worthwhile to choose
the gathering-up position of the gathering fingers such
that the tubular film portion is pulled slackly over the gath-
ering fingers. The position of the gathering fingers, there-
fore, is such that the extent is less than 100% of the size
of the tube in the slack state. In addition, the gathering
fingers usually also have a fixed contact means - in the
majority of cases a contact roller for the gathering roller
of the gathering drive -, the axis of rotation of which is
situated inside the gathering finger. The operative con-
nection with the gathering roller during the gathering-up
process is then formed in the region of said contact roller.
Consequently during the gathering-up process there is
an inclinedly vertical and extensively parallel fold forma-
tion with the formed film store expanding in a substantially
vertical manner. Said fold formation makes it possible to
ungather the tubular film portion in a relatively regular
manner from the gathering finger.
[0009] However, in the case of the known methods or
apparatuses, folds, which are already present in the fre-
quently slightly tacky delivery state of the film or in the
unfolded, substantially tension-free state before the tu-
bular film is gathered-up, are transferred directly into the
subsequent film store. These irregularly occurring folds
can also result in the above-described problems. In this
respect, there is a desire to increase the quality of the
wrapping over and above the known level which is itself
already very high.
[0010] For instance, an method for gathering-up a tu-
bular film portion and a respective apparatus are known
from EP 1 574 432 A1.
[0011] Consequently, the object underlying the inven-
tion is to improve the gathering-up of a tubular film portion
such that the quality of the wrapping of the product is
improved overall.
[0012] The object is achieved with a method as claimed
in claim 1 and an apparatus as claimed in claim 3. Ad-
vantageous further developments of the invention are
described in the subclaims.
[0013] The method as claimed in the invention for gath-
ering-up a tubular film portion on at least two gathering
fingers, preferably on four gathering fingers, of a pack-
aging machine is distinguished in relation to the method
already depicted in that the tubular film portion is expand-
ed at least in a part region when being gathered-up onto
the gathering fingers. The tubular film portion is therefore
partially stretched during the gathering-up process, i.e.
the size is expanded to in excess of 100% of the original
size of the tube in the still slack state. The advantage of
this is that as a result of the at least short-term or partially
elastic or elastic-plastic deforming of the tubular film por-
tion, the folds in the tubular film portion resulting from the
production process are removed. Consequently the cre-
ation of weak points when ungathering the tubular film
portion can be prevented. This increases the quality of
the wrapping of the product.
[0014] According to the invention, the tubular film por-
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tion is expanded in the region of a contact means of the
respective gathering finger. The advantage of the ex-
panding in the region of the contact means is that the
tubular film portion is only stressed in a locally clearly
defined manner during the expanding process such that
the tubular film portion is able to slacken again in other
regions of the gathering finger. According to the inventive
method, the tubular film portion is expanded only in the
region between a contact means of the respective gath-
ering finger and a gathering roller of a gathering drive
unit. As a result of the expanding of the tubular film portion
in the region of the contact roller, almost all the folds
caused by the production process are removed from the
tubular film portion.
[0015] It is advantageous when the position of at least
part of the contact means on the gathering finger is mod-
ified at least in the horizontal and/or vertical direction, in
particular in dependence on the progress of the gathering
process. Consequently, the expanding of the tubular film
portion is able to be modified during the gathering-up
process and in particular is able to be adapted to the size
of the gathered-up tubular film portion.
[0016] Regarding the apparatus, the object is achieved
with a gathering apparatus of a packaging machine as
claimed in claim 3. The gathering apparatus, therefore,
has at least two gathering fingers and one gathering drive
unit for gathering-up the tubular film portion. The gather-
ing apparatus as claimed in the invention is distinguished
in relation to the known gathering apparatuses from the
prior art in that the gathering fingers are driven into a
gathering-up position for gathering-up the tubular film
portion, in which gathering-up position the tubular film
portion is expanded at least in a part region. Compared
to the gathering-up position known from the prior art, con-
sequently the tubular film portion is partially expanded or
stretched during the gathering-up process, as a result of
which folds which are caused by the production process
or are created when the tubular film portion is unfolded
are removed. Weak points which can occur in the tubular
film portion during the ungathering process are avoided
in this way and the quality of the wrapping increases.
[0017] According to the invention, the gathering appa-
ratus is developed such that the tubular film portion is
expanded on a contact means arranged on the respec-
tive gathering finger and a gathering roller of a gathering
drive unit only in the contact region of the tubular film
portion when the gathering fingers are moved into the
gathering-up position. The expanding of the tubular film
portion is therefore only effected in a defined region, as
a result of which stressing the tubular film portion over a
large-area is avoided. This also enables the tubular film
to be slackened below the contact region on the contact
means, which depending on the circumstance results in
more regularly layered fold formation. As a result of the
expanding of the tubular film portion in the region of the
contact roller, almost all the folds caused by the produc-
tion process are removed from the tubular film portion.
[0018] In an expedient manner, the contact means has

at least one contact roller, one endless belt or the like,
which, in a preferred manner, is or are movable into op-
erative connection with the gathering drive unit.
[0019] In a further development the position of at least
part of the contact means on the gathering finger is mod-
ifiable at least in the horizontal and/or vertical direction,
in particular in dependence on the progress of the gath-
ering process. Consequently, the position of the contact
means is able to be adapted to the size of the already
formed film store. This enables a particularly regular fold
formation in the gathered-up tubular film portion. In this
case it is conceivable for corresponding, for example op-
tical monitoring means to detect the progress of the gath-
ering process and to enable targeted control of the con-
tact means. It is also conceivable for the gathering fingers
themselves to be driven in dependence on the progress
of the gathering process.
[0020] In an expedient manner the axis of rotation of
the contact means is arranged outside the contact region
of the tubular film portion on the gathering finger. Con-
sequently the gathering finger can be driven into a gath-
ering-up position in which the tubular film portion is ex-
panded in a sufficient manner in the region of the contact
means in order to remove folds caused during the pro-
duction process from the tubular film portion.
[0021] It is advantageous when at least 50%, in a pre-
ferred manner at least 60%, of the side surface of a con-
tact roller of the contact means protrudes from the gath-
ering finger when viewed from the side. It is also con-
ceivable for an entire contact roller or the entire contact
means to protrude from the gathering finger. The advan-
tage of this is that during the ungathering process the
gathering finger can be moved closer to the product to
be wrapped, which increases the quality of the wrapping
as the spacing between the gathering fingers or the film
store and the product is smaller.
[0022] The invention is to be explained in more detail
below by way of further exemplary embodiments shown
in the drawing, in which in a schematic manner:

Fig. 1 shows a known gathering finger in a gathering-
up position known from the prior art;
Fig. 2 shows a first exemplary embodiment of the
invention using a conventional gathering finger in a
gathering-up position as claimed in the invention;
Fig. 3 shows a second exemplary embodiment of
the invention using a first variant of a gathering finger
modified as claimed in the invention in a first gath-
ering-up position as claimed in the invention;
Fig. 4 shows a third embodiment not of the invention
using a second variant of a gathering finger modified
as claimed in the invention with a shortened instal-
lation height in a second gathering-up position as
claimed in the invention;
Fig. 5 shows a fourth embodiment not of the invention
using a third variant of a gathering finger modified
as claimed in the invention with a supporting means;
and
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Fig. 6 shows a top view of a packaging machine with
the gathering fingers shown in Fig. 5.

[0023] Figs. 1 to 5 show, in each case in the manner
of cutouts, the side view of a gathering finger 1 of a gath-
ering apparatus 2 of a packaging machine which is used
to gather a tubular portion film 3. Four gathering appa-
ratuses 2, which are arranged in the corners of a rectan-
gular frame and each have one gathering finger 1, are
used in a typical manner in the case of a packaging ma-
chine, as is also shown in Fig. 6.
[0024] As contact means, the gathering finger 1 has a
contact roller 4 which is mounted at its upper end with
an axis of rotation 5. The contact roller 4 can be moved
into operative connection with a gathering roller 6 of a
gathering drive unit and thus encloses the tubular film
portion 3. The gathering drive unit can have an electric
motor, for example, to drive the gathering roller 6. Said
electric motor drives each of the gathering rollers 6 in
such a manner that the tubular film portion 3 is gathered-
up onto the gathering finger 1, as indicated by the move-
ment arrows of the contact roller 4 and gathering roller
6. Consequently, the tubular film portion is gathered-up
in the manner of a film store 7 in the contact region 8 of
the gathering finger 1.
[0025] Fig. 1 shows a gathering finger 1 of a gathering
apparatus 2, which is known per se from the prior art, in
a conventional gathering-up position HAP. The axis of
rotation 5 of the contact roller 4 is arranged as usual
inside the gathering finger 1 such that the largest part of
the contact roller 4 is inside the gathering finger 1.
[0026] The gathering finger 1 shown in Fig. 1 is located
as mentioned in a conventional gathering-up position in
which the tubular film portion 3 is not expanded, that is
to say is slack. This is also indicated by the size specifi-
cation (100-x1)%. For example, the relative value for x1
can amount to between 2% and 5% or more. This means
that the tubular film portion, which is unfolded by the driv-
ing of the gathering fingers 1 into the usual gathering-up
position, is not yet fully unfolded. Rather, on account of
the adhesive effect of the film in the delivery state, it has
a size which could amount to approximately between
95% and 98% of the actual size of the tubular film portion
3.
[0027] During the gathering-up process a film store 7
is now created in the known manner, said film store ex-
tending in the vertical direction along the contact region
8. It has an irregular fold formation which is substantially
inclinedly vertical. Using the gathering finger 1 shown in
Fig. 1 along with the gathering-up position HAP shown,
vertically aligned folds in the tubular film portion 3 can,
however, be incorporated as far as into the tubular film
store, which can lead to the mentioned difficulties when
the film is ungathered.
[0028] Fig. 2 shows the gathering finger 1 represented
in Fig. 1 once again. However the gathering finger 1 is
situated in a gathering-up position EAP as claimed in the
invention, in which gathering-up position the tubular film

portion 3 is expanded in the region between the contact
roller 4 and the gathering roller 6 by the relative size dif-
ference x2 (for example between 3% and 5%). As a result
of the expanding of the tubular film portion 3 in the region
of the contact roller 4, almost all the folds caused by the
production process are removed from the tubular film por-
tion 3.
[0029] Fig. 3 shows a second exemplary embodiment
of the invention with a first variant of a gathering finger 1
modified as claimed in the invention where the axis of
rotation 5 of the contact roller 4 is arranged outside the
contact region 8 of the gathering finger 1. The gathering
finger 1 is situated in the identical gathering-up position
HAP as the gathering finger 1 shown in Fig. 1. In contrast
to this, the tubular film portion 3, however, is expanded
in the region between the contact roller 4 and the gath-
ering roller 6, as is indicated by the size specification
(100+x2)%. For example, the tubular film portion 3 is ex-
panded by approximately between 3% and 5% such that
its size in this region would be enlarged to between 103%
and 105% of its size when produced. As a consequence,
there is the identical effect here as in the case of the
gathering finger 1 shown in Fig. 2, namely the removal
of folds in the tubular film portion 3 produced during the
production process.
[0030] Fig. 4 shows a third embodiment not of the in-
vention using a second variant of a gathering finger 1 as
claimed in the invention. This latter corresponds substan-
tially to the gathering finger 1 shown in Fig. 3, but has a
smaller installation height than the gathering finger 1
shown in Fig. 3. The gathering finger 1 is situated here
too in a gathering-up position EAP which is modified as
claimed in the invention. The tubular film portion 3 is con-
sequently expanded over the entire contact region 8 by
the relative size difference x3, it could be possible for x3,
for example, to be within the region of between 3% and
20% or even more. In addition, the tubular film portion 3
is expanded in the region of the contact roller 4 by the
relative size difference x4, which, for example, could be
in the region of in excess of 5%. Consequently, folds
caused in the production process are removed from the
tubular film portion 3 during the gathering-up process.
[0031] The combination of the modified gathering-up
position and the modified gathering finger 1 shown in Fig.
4 results in it being possible to create a film store 7 which
has a substantially vertical fold formation and which ex-
tends substantially in the horizontal direction away from
the contact region 8. This means that it is possible to
realize a smaller installation height of the gathering finger
1 than up to now as the film store 7 grows widthwise and
no longer downward as usual up to now. To elucidate
the effect, the finger shown in Fig. 1 is also shown in Fig.
4, however by a broken line. It is clear to see that the
installation height of the gathering finger 1 differs by the
amount ΔH.
[0032] Fig. 5 shows a fourth embodiment not of the
invention using a third variant of the gathering finger 1
as claimed in the invention. The gathering finger 1 differs
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from the gathering finger 1 shown in Fig. 4 in that the
contact roller 4 is arranged completely outside the gath-
ering finger 1, or has been moved out from the same. In
addition, the gathering finger 1 has a supporting means
9 on which the film store 7 is supported in the vertical
direction. The supporting means 9 can be moved in the
horizontal and vertical direction in order, in this manner,
to enable adaptation during the gathering-up process to
the various products to be wrapped. In the representation
according to Fig. 5, the tubular film portion 3 is expanded
in the entire contact region 8 by the relative size differ-
ence x5, and in the region of the contact roller 4 by the
relative size difference x6, it could be possible for x5 and
x6 to be within the range of, for example, between 3%
and 20% or more.
[0033] Fig. 6 shows a top view of a packaging machine
for wrapping a product 10, said wrapping machine having
four gathering fingers 1 as claimed in the invention and
as are shown in Fig. 5. As the figure clearly shows, it is
possible to move the gathering fingers relatively close to
the product 10.
[0034] In general it is also conceivable for the gathering
finger 1 to be moved in dependence on the progress of
the gathering process in such a manner that the relative
size difference continuously increases. In addition, it is
conceivable for the position of the contact roller 4 on the
gathering finger 1 to be modified in dependence on the
progress of the gathering process at least in the horizon-
tal but also in the vertical direction. As a consequence,
a continuous increase in the relative size difference is
achieved. Consequently, it is possible to control the
crease or the horizontal extent of the film store 7.

List of references

[0035]

1 Gathering finger
2 Gathering apparatus
3 Tubular film portion
4 Contact roller / contact means
5 Axis of rotation of the contact roller
6 Gathering roller
7 Film store
8 Contact region
9 Supporting means
10 Product
HAP Conventional gathering-up position
EAP Gathering-up position as claimed in the inven-

tion
x1 - x6 Relative size difference
ΔH Installation height difference

Claims

1. A method for gathering-up a tubular film portion (3)
on at least two gathering fingers (1) of a packaging

machine,
wherein the tubular film portion (3) is expanded at
least in a part region when being gathered-up onto
the gathering fingers (1),
characterized in that,
the tubular film portion (3) is expanded only in the
region between a contact means (4) of the respective
gathering finger (1) and a gathering roller (6) of a
gathering drive unit when the contact means (4) is
moved into operative connection with the gathering
roller (6) enclosing the tubular film portion (3).

2. The method as claimed in claim 1,
characterized in that,
the position of the contact means (4) on the gathering
finger (1) is modified at least in the horizontal and/or
vertical direction, in particular in dependence on the
progress of the gathering-up of the tubular film por-
tion (3).

3. A gathering apparatus (2) of a packaging system
having at least two gathering fingers (1) and at least
one drive unit for gathering-up a tubular film portion
(3), wherein the gathering fingers (1) are drivable
into a gathering-up position for gathering-up the tu-
bular film portion (3), in which gathering-up position
the tubular film portion (3) is expanded at least in a
part region, characterized in that,
the gathering apparatus (2) is configured such that
the tubular film portion (3) is expanded on a contact
means (4) arranged on the respective gathering fin-
ger (1) and a gathering roller (6) of a gathering drive
unit only in the contact region of the tubular film por-
tion (3) when the gathering fingers (1) are in the gath-
ering-up position.

4. The gathering apparatus (2) as claimed in claim 3,
wherein
the contact means has at least one contact roller,
one endless belt or the like, which, in a preferred
manner, is or are movable into operative connection
with the gathering drive unit.

5. The gathering apparatus (2) as claimed in one of
preceding claims 3 or 4,
characterized in that,
the position of the contact means (4) on the gathering
finger (1) is modifiable at least in the horizontal and/or
vertical direction, in particular in dependence on the
progress of gathering-up the tubular film portion (3).

6. The gathering apparatus (2) as claimed in one of
preceding claims 3 to 5,
characterized in that, an axis of rotation (5) of a
contact roller of the contact means (4) is arranged
outside the gathering finger (1).

7. The gathering apparatus (2) as claimed in one of
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preceding claims 3 to 6,
characterized in that,
at least 50%, in a preferred manner at least 60%, of
the contact roller (4) protrudes from the gathering
finger (1) when viewed from the side.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Zusammenraffen eines Schlauchfo-
lienabschnitts (3) auf mindestens zwei Rafffingern
(1) einer Verpackungsmaschine,
wobei der Schlauchfolienabschnitt (3) mindestens in
einem Teilbereich während des Zusammenraffens
auf die Rafffinger (1) ausgedehnt wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Schlauchfolienabschnitt (3) nur in dem Bereich
zwischen einem Kontaktmittel (4) des jeweiligen
Rafffingers (1) und einer Raffwalze (6) einer Raffan-
triebseinheit ausgedehnt wird, wenn das Kontaktmit-
tel (4) in operative Verbindung mit der Raffwalze (6)
bewegt wird, welche den Schlauchfolienabschnitt (3)
einschließt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Position des Kontaktmittels (4) auf dem Rafffin-
ger (1) zumindest in waagerechter und/oder senk-
rechter Richtung modifiziert ist, insbesondere in Ab-
hängigkeit von dem Fortschritt des Zusammenraf-
fens des Schlauchfolienabschnitts (3).

3. Raffvorrichtung (2) eines Verpackungssystems mit
zumindest zwei Rafffingern (1) und zumindest einer
Antriebseinheit zum Zusammenraffen eines
Schlauchfolienabschnittes (3), wobei die Rafffinger
(1) in eine Zusammenraffposition zum Zusammen-
raffen des Schlauchfolienabschnittes (3) angetrie-
ben werden können, wobei der Schlauchfolienab-
schnitt (3) in dieser Zusammenraffposition mindes-
tens in einem Teilbereich ausgedehnt wird, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass
die Raffvorrichtung (2) so konfiguriert ist, dass der
Schlauchfolienabschnitt (3) auf einem Kontaktmittel
(4), welches auf dem jeweiligen Rafffinger (1) ange-
ordnet ist, und einer Raffwalze (6) einer Raffantriebs-
einheit lediglich in dem Kontaktbereich des
Schlauchfolienabschnitts (3) ausgedehnt wird, wenn
sich die Rafffinger (1) in der Zusammenraffposition
befinden.

4. Raffvorrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 3, wobei
das Kontaktmittel zumindest eine Kontaktwalze, ein
Endlosband oder dergleichen aufweist, die bzw. das
bevorzugt in operativer Verbindung mit der Raffan-
triebseinheit steht oder in diese bewegt werden
kann.

5. Raffvorrichtung (2) nach einem der Ansprüche 3 und
4,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Position des Kontaktmittels (4) auf dem Rafffin-
ger (1) zumindest in waagerechter und/oder senk-
rechter Richtung modifiziert werden kann, insbeson-
dere in Abhängigkeit von dem Fortschritt des Zu-
sammenraffens des Schlauchfolienabschnitts (3).

6. Raffvorrichtung (2) nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis
5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Drehachse
(5) einer Kontaktwalze des Kontaktmittels (4) außer-
halb des Rafffingers (1) angeordnet ist.

7. Raffvorrichtung (2) nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis
6,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
mindestens 50 %, bevorzugt mindestens 60 % der
Kontaktwalze (4) bei Seitenansicht aus dem Rafffin-
ger (1) herausragen.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour regrouper une partie de film tubulaire
(3) sur au moins deux doigts de collecte (1) d’une
machine d’emballage,
dans lequel la partie de film tubulaire (3) est étendue
au moins dans une région partielle lorsqu’elle est
regroupée sur les doigts de collecte (1),
caractérisé en ce que la partie de film tubulaire (3)
est étendue uniquement dans la région située entre
des moyens de contact (4) du doigt de collecte res-
pectif (1) et un rouleau de collecte (6) d’une unité de
commande de collecte lorsque le moyen de contact
(4) est déplacé dans une connexion opérationnelle
avec le rouleau de collecte (6) contenant la partie de
film tubulaire (3).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que la position des moyens de contact (4) sur le
doigt de collecte (1) est modifiée au moins dans la
direction horizontale et/ou verticale, en particulier en
fonction de la progression du regroupement de la
partie de film tubulaire (3).

3. Appareil de regroupement (2) d’un système d’em-
ballage comprenant au moins deux doigts de collec-
te (1) et au moins une unité de commande pour re-
grouper une partie de film tubulaire (3), dans lequel
les doigts de collecte (1) peuvent être amenés dans
une position de regroupement pour regrouper la par-
tie de film tubulaire (3), position de regroupement
dans laquelle la partie de film tubulaire (3) est éten-
due au moins dans une région partielle,
caractérisé en ce que l’appareil de regroupement
(2) est configuré de telle sorte que la partie de film
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tubulaire (3) soit étendue sur des moyens de contact
(4) agencés sur le doigt de collecte respectif (1) et
sur un rouleau de collecte (6) d’une unité de com-
mande de collecte uniquement dans la région de
contact de la partie de film tubulaire (3) lorsque les
doigts de collecte (1) se trouvent dans la position de
regroupement.

4. Appareil de regroupement (2) selon la revendication
3, dans lequel les moyens de contact comprennent
au moins un rouleau de contact, une courroie sans
fin ou analogue, qui, d’une manière préférée, est ou
sont mobile(s) dans une connexion opérationnelle
avec l’unité de commande de collecte.

5. Appareil de regroupement (2) selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes 3 ou 4, caractérisé en ce que
la position des moyens de contact (4) sur le doigt de
collecte (1) est modifiable au moins dans la direction
horizontale et/ou verticale, en particulier en fonction
de la progression du regroupement de la partie de
film tubulaire (3).

6. Appareil de regroupement (2) selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes 3 à 5, caractérisé en ce
qu’un axe de rotation (5) d’un rouleau de contact
des moyens de contact (4) est agencé à l’extérieur
du doigt de collecte (1).

7. Appareil de regroupement (2) selon l’une des reven-
dications précédentes 3 à 6, caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins 50 %, de préférence au moins 60 %,
du rouleau de contact (4) font saillie à partir du doigt
de collecte (1) lorsque l’on regarde latéralement.
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